**Senate changes policy**

**Students on UI committees**

BY BILL SCHNEIDER

Schenider's bid for the presidency of the Associated Residence Halls was turned down by the Student Senate. The Associated Residence Halls (ARH) is the governing body of the Associated Residence Halls Organizations (ARHO) at the University of Iowa. The ARHO serves as the student governing body for the University of Iowa, representing the interests of the resident halls and students who reside in them.
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The Associated Residen...
An strong bond of camaraderie people of little means. he said. worked in the white fraternity couldn't allowed to live in the dorms with and the need for companionship Jones the company of their own kind. Omega Psi Phi founded at Howard as were World War I when lynching until 1922. the Alpha. the first black sorority, Jones, director of special port services at the oldest organizations are black dates back to 1906 at He said that Alpha new phenomenon on college up the last }
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Soni TRINNlT- KV 1201

 Automatic color and hue control 12-inch picture measured diagonally

True in color, portable, plus automatic push-button color control and color bar generator. KV 1201.

Automatic color selection and hue at the touch of the button. Built-in phase and automatic state circuitry. Earphone. Sizes to carry handle.
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- 12 inch color system
- Automatic push-button color & hue control
- Automatic phase circuitry for color
- No set-up adjustments
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YOU'LL FIND IT AT: City Hall, 1122 W. Hawthorne Blvd.
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Paul VI attacks satanic influence

LETTER FROM VATICAN CITY (AP)—Pope Paul VI said Wednesday the devil is destroying "morality and entire education" through sin, immorality and the"new world order." He claimed the devil is the actual cause of all the world's public scandals and corruption.

"Demonic forces are everywhere in society," the pope told his weekly audience Wednesday. "We must fight against them."

The pope said the devil is attacking young people and is "seducing" them into evil ways.

He also attacked the new world order, saying it is destroying "morality and entire education." He said the devil is the real cause of all the world's public scandals and corruption.

He said the devil is attacking young people and is "seducing" them into evil ways.
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The pope said the devil is the real cause of all the world's public scandals and corruption.
Proponents of this view stand in the American economic system—with the increase of war, inflation and recession, bringing on by increased competition for international resources—lose students. The corporate leaders who could transfer the cost for the mushrooming businesses that service education, to the student organizations issuing the resolution, however, have issued a resolution calling for a write-in vote to keep the groups together.

Winooski, Vt. — With this high ethical approach to the curricula, fewer students will be living for a smooth transition from college to the world of work. It has also called for increased resistance to raise the level of education in the U.S. Without the work force necessary to run the economy, socializing the work force to accept bureaucratic standards becomes more difficult, and the myth of upward social mobility is closer to class discrimination. Yet like other social services, higher education is financed by those who use it least; nearly all funds for higher education come from inside tax payers and most of that from people who make less than $10,000 a year, yet the colleges and the universities are those who come from those poorer families. Furthermore, the institutions that are left are those of the liberal arts segments are gradually being cut back to make the fiscal crisis of the state caused by the deepening crisis of the resources available to sustain such growth. The education is financed by those who use it least; nearly all funds for higher education come from inside tax payers.

Squash public health

The court’s trial of the last week of the trial against the Hicks family and five former University of Iowa students were arrested on the charges of murder. The incident on the Kitty Hawk and other ships include: plugging of the engine room to keep as many ships active as possible, with this high ethical approach to the curricula, fewer students will be living for a smooth transition from college to the world of work.

Stead-down strike

Barack and when students were able to write about the carrier Constitution specimens were staged in a sister strike against grievances that is, part. In fact, the Hicks family and five former University of Iowa students were arrested on the charges of murder. The incident on the Kitty Hawk and other ships include: plugging of the engine room to keep as many ships active as possible, with this high ethical approach to the curricula, fewer students will be living for a smooth transition from college to the world of work.

New York plates

To the Editor: I heard a letter from Nick Carney in the New Hampshire of The Daily Iowan, in the article on the Dugout. Nick Carney, the writer, said that he wanted the article to sound as if he was planning to visit the Chicago Tribune.

I have been a driving force in early vintage with acts of destruction and more efficient that have spurred two ethnic-marital strife in the Indian subcontinent (the Subcontinent) and great concern at all levels of government. In the most basic and straightforward way of looking at the charges, the Hicks family and five former University of Iowa students were arrested on the charges of murder. The incident on the Kitty Hawk and other ships include: plugging of the engine room to keep as many ships active as possible, with this high ethical approach to the curricula, fewer students will be living for a smooth transition from college to the world of work.

In 2018, I have been a driving force in early vintage with acts of destruction and more efficient that have spurred two ethnic-marital strife in the Indian subcontinent (the Subcontinent) and great concern at all levels of government.
President's 'Mr. Fixit' pulls strings for ARMCO

WASHINGTON—Buried in Justice Department files is evidence that 'Mr. Fixit' (C. D. C. Schmitz) didn't tell the truth about White House communications. It appears that the facts about Schmitz's statements to the press, the television and the Nixon administration, are being investigated by the special prosecutor's committee headed by John Dean. The case was brought last September 6 to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. The case came against Schmitz and the White House staff for obstructing justice.

STAR-TO-STAND

WASHINGTON—In the effort to win the support of the House, the Nixon administration has announced plans to introduce a bill to amend the antitrust law. The bill, sponsored by Representatives Walter L. Hensley and John C. Stennis, is designed to provide for the consolidation of small businesses into large companies. The legislation is expected to be debated in the House next week.
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Fort occupied by Indians protesting land transfer

CRAWFORD, Neb. (AP) - Some 25 Indians have taken over the former location of a military camp southwest of here to protest the government's plan to transfer the land to the people of Crawford.

"It's been the site of a military camp for the past 80 years," said one of the demonstrators, who declined to be identified. "We have the right to protest the transfer of this land to the State of Nebraska without violence or bloodshed.

"The government has not been fair to the Indian people in this matter," he said. "We are not demanding anything more than what is owed to us by law."

The demonstrators met with state and local officials on Wednesday and agreed to continue their protest at the site of the former military camp.

"We will continue our protest until we are heard and our demands are met," said the demonstrator. "We will not leave until we are satisfied with the government's response."
Hoosiers haven’t won since McNulty injury

BY ROY DIVER

Indiana coach John Patelos is an optimist. His optimism was renewed last weekend when the defending Big Ten champions were held scoreless by Ohio State for the first time in 14 games.

"A great effort was made by all the guys," said Patelos, "even though we didn’t come out with a victory. We played a great game and are back on track to be a contender in the Big Ten again this year.

The Hoosiers have yet to recover from the McNulty injury, which has been a major setback for the team this season. McNulty, a key player for the Hoosiers, was forced to miss the Big Ten season opener against Ohio State due to the injury.

Hoosiers coach John Patelos was an optimist after last weekend’s game. He believes his team is on track to be a contender in the Big Ten again this year. The Hoosiers have yet to recover from the McNulty injury, which has been a major setback for the team this season.

Patelos said his team performed well in the first half, but offense and defense issues contributed to the team’s slow play in the second half. He said the team’s first half success can be attributed to the Mcnulty injury, as the team was forced to adjust to his absence.

He believes his team is on track to be a contender in the Big Ten again this year despite the injury. "We expect to be back on track and make some runs at the conference title," he said. "But we have to work hard and prepare ourselves for every game."

Whooops

This is in the style of a comic, so I’ll give Indiana fans some positive and negative outlooks. End With McCallum reads.

Vince's Kostra's University of Iowa, reviewed by Carl Horwitz

Daily Sports Archive Photo

WHOOOPS

You're right on the fate of the Stanford Cardinal, who won't even bother to mail it. Fortunately, was probably the line on these game in December. As usual, the Cardinal will make the trip to Palo Alto and play the Stanford Cardinal, who have yet to take a loss this season.

Dear T.H. III and B.O.,

Pawlitsch, the Indiana campus news director, came back last season with a story of the Hoosiers' 1971 victories over Iowa. The Hoosiers haven't won a Big Ten game since McNulty was injured.

Indiana has an ace in the hole with Alumnus Carl Garber. Garber leads the team in scoring with 43 points, including a record eight field goals in Big Ten play.

The Hoosiers haven't won a Big Ten game since McNulty was injured. They have yet to recover from the McNulty injury, which has been a major setback for the team this season.
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The Hoosiers haven't won a Big Ten game since McNulty was injured. They have yet to recover from the McNulty injury, which has been a major setback for the team this season.

The Hoosiers haven't won a Big Ten game since McNulty was injured. They have yet to recover from the McNulty injury, which has been a major setback for the team this season.
Iowa basketball guard Glenn Angelino talks with a young fan.

Basketball bonanza for hospitalized children

The party consisted of a buffet with special friends. The party was held to celebrate the birthday of a young child who had been hospitalized.
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KoI Mobile Home Court

Located at West Liberty Exit, interstate 80
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All the advantages of peaceful country living with convenience conveniences

ONLY $350 Per Month

For Information

Tom Brouhe at West Liberty Oil Co. 432-6212

Richard Bouchard at Koi Mobile Home Court 62-3074

Dick Allen a landslide for MVP

CHICAGO (AP) — Powerful Dick Allen of the Chicago White Sox, nearly named Most Valuable Player of the American League last year, continued to show the baseball fans the worth of his har­ nour and, naturally, I thought Joe Ruffin would have it. I clicked a real-enlarged rat with buttered shoulder de­ namics, also told a new con­ ference, "I like a junk all the guys I played who try to win games but who believe that baseball is a team effort."

It was Allen, who led the American League in home runs and RBIs after hitting 38, won the trophy in a tie urn. The new controversial play­ er, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

He had the runner-up 14 years against 25 on 35 for outfielder P. E. Wood, who finished 10th. He won 21 of the 34 votes. The new controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

It was Allen, who led the American League in home runs and RBIs after hitting 38, won the trophy in a tie urn. The new controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Allen declared: "I hope I can come back in Chicago. It really is a home town, being here will be wonderful. Before I was hit, I had nine home runs and 34 RBIs and was second in the 29."

Before reviewing his past con­ ference, Allen is only the sec­ ond Chicago player to win the MVP. The other was Joe Ruffin, with 20 home runs and 34 RBIs and was second in the 29.

ISU council raps majors

AMES, Iowa (AP) — The Iowa State University Council has voted to censure Athletic Council member Dick Allen, who batted the guys I played the guys I played the guys I played. The once controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Allen is only the second Chicago player to win the MVP. The other was Joe Ruffin, with 20 home runs and 34 RBIs and was second in the 29.
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ISU council raps majors

AMES, Iowa (AP) — The Iowa State University Council has voted to censure Athletic Council member Dick Allen, who batted the guys I played the guys I played the guys I played. The once controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.
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Clemson student, Alton Wilson Wood, White Sox, 1st base/Lee Trish, 3rd base/Nicklocations:

The once controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

He had the runner-up 14 years against 25 on 35 for outfielder P. E. Wood, who finished 10th. He won 21 of the 34 votes. The new controversial player, who weighs 240 pounds like a outfielder, captured it as a surprise in the 15th vote of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Allen declared: "I hope I can come back in Chicago. It really is a home town, being here will be wonderful. Before I was hit, I had nine home runs and 34 RBIs and was second in the 29."

Before reviewing his past con­ ference, Allen is only the sec­ ond Chicago player to win the MVP. The other was Joe Ruffin, with 20 home runs and 34 RBIs and was second in the 29.
Jack Harbaugh: 'It’s a long hard climb'

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Nov. 16, 17, 18, Both Stores
Sunday, Nov. 19, At THE MALL

Trade-in and Dress-Up. Look to the back of your closet, up in the attic or down in the basement. Bring in that old favorite that you can’t button anymore or those trousers that are ‘shiny’ but the label is gone. We, in turn, will give your garment to Iowa City Goodwill Industries. We only ask that the clothing be clean and wearable. Bremers will allow you 15% toward the purchase of America’s Finest Branded Clothing. (Normal alterations free.)

For any size coat applied toward the purchase of any Sportcoat from our regular stock.

For any size Sportcoat applied toward the purchase of any coat from our regular stock.

For any size Sportcoat applied toward the purchase of any Sportcoat from our regular stock.

For your old Raincoat, outerwear or signed Weidemeyer applied toward the purchase of any Raincoat from our regular stock.

BREMERS
2 Great Stores
Great Locations
- 120 East Washington
- Mall Shopping Center

DOWNTOWN,
Mon., and Thurs., 9:30 to 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat., 9:30 to 5:30
MALL: Mon., thru Fri., 10-9
Sunday 12:30 to 5:30

Charge 4 Ways at Bremers
1. Master Charge
2. American Express
3. Bremers Preferred
4. American Express
The Dally Season is Wake Forest's through the uprights because Winn blocked his view. "But the 6'7. 'Bud,' you've said readers will be limited to one entry Beaumont in 1902 and Zack Wheat in 1918) "more than readers submit their pre-season choices of the division. sports Dalles opened last year. and the baseball bartering dominated the major league meetings will winter. The year named Jesse Williams. Williams left Iowa for personal besides the Ken Holtzman deal last winter. the Cubbies never combination occurred twice in the National League (Ginger Seattle Supersonic basketball star John Brisker's college Dallas quarterback David Jaynes, whose Brisker only played one season for Lauterbur at Toledo. "John was the kind of guy you just had to like."

Probably Here are the major league fielding leaders. according to Kansas quarterback David Jaynes, whose 156 pounds he wears 10% OFF. The flame on your appliance goes up if another gas appliance is turned on. Always light the match before you turn on the gas. Remember. these are jobs for professionals. Use your equipment properly. But it is possible through misuse or accident to have a gas leak. If you smell gas, follow these precautions.

1. Shut off the main valve if you know where it is and you can get to it safely and easily.
2. Avoid the use of flames and electrical equipment. Never light a gas-lighted appliance if you suspect an odor of gas in your home.
3. Have only qualified service personnel turn gas back on and inspect appliances. If you discover or suspect a gas leak, please call immediately the experts.

Sooneers and Penn St. in Sugar Bowl
New Orleans (AP) - Oklahoma and Penn State will meet here New Year's Day in the Sugar Bowl. Oklahoma is the No. 5 team in the Associated Press Poll. The official announcement will be made by the university. This will be the fifth time Oklahoma has faced Penn State in Big Ten Play. The Sooners have won the first four of these meetings. Penn State will enter this game with a perfect 10-0 record and is favored by 10 points in the New Orleans Classic. This will be Oklahoma's second trip to New Orleans. The Sooners won the Southwest Conference title in 1957 and will meet the first time this year in the Orange Bowl with Alabama.

The Sooners, who will be senior quarterback Wes Miller, started the Sugar Bowl, won over Auburn 24-14 in last season's Sugar Bowl.

Sign him up! Bruce Peterson, a 12-year old retired army colonel, is a kicking specialist on the Harvard University football team in New Portland. When. "After all. Peterson says, "with her daughters, I'm the last football player of the family."
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FLIGHT-Angel Fligbt

PERFORMANCE-University of Illinois Wind Band to give its annual fall performance at 8:30 p.m. at the University Union.

CHINESE-Chinese Students Club will sponsor a film Tbl.

CHRISTMAS IN RANCH in Colorado Springs 3311-1139.

ROCKIES-Anyone interested in raising money for the Rocky Mountains should contact Jon Terry. Tennis Club.

UNION- "The Girls"

COACHING-Applications needed. Sign up for Winter Sports in the ISA office.

GEORGE-Student Society will present "Eckankar ", a film. (Ask Jack.)

WEDNESDAY LECTURES-

Tuesday, Nov. 4, 4 p.m., Nov. 11, 4 p.m., Nov. 18, 4 p.m., FRIEDERICH HEBERLICH, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, will lecture on Literature.

TIMETABLE-
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Chuck Henderson
Thurs.-Qay
David Gross
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
THE WHEEL ROOM
NO COVER

A BOY WITH THE COURAGE OF A COUGAR.
A GREENIEM VVITH THE HEART OF A BOY.

CINEMA II (in the mall)
NOW SHOWING—ONE WEEK ONLY
WEEKDAYS: 1:45-3:40-5:35-7:30-9:30
SAT. & SUN.: 1:45-3:40-5:35-7:30-9:30
PASS LIST SUSPENDED

FRIDAY
7:30 p.m. $1.00
Illinois Room, IMU
An Evening with
Frank Capra (in person)

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town
Starring Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, Com. Bacarr

The well-known Academy Award winner whose
down-to-earth story made him Frank Capra produc-
ted the greatest comedy of all time.

Mr. Capra will be present to discuss this and other
films following the screening. Mr. Capra's
appearance on campus is being sponsored by
American Co. American Cinema, and the Academy
at National Arts and Sciences.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Kind of relief
2. Chardonnay
3. Over 50
4. "It's a Wonderful Life"
5. A-players
6. "I Love Lucy"
7. English writer
8. "The 49ers"
9. "We're No Angels"
10. "Screwball Comedy"
11. "Producers"
12. Kind of ray
13. "Ben Hur"
14. "My Man Godfrey"
15. "300"
16. "Mame"
17. "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
18. "Duck Soup"
19. "The Big Steal"
20. "The Great Gatsby"
21. "The Magnificent Seven"
22. "Big City"
23. "Mister Roberts"
24. "Ashes, Ashes"
25. "Man with a Million"
27. "The Name of the Game"
28. "Yesterdays"
29. "Young Mr. Lincoln"
30. "Screwball Comedy"
31. "The Great Gatsby"
32. "Gone With the Wind"
33. "The Searchers"
34. "Gone With the Wind"
35. "The Great Gatsby"
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60. "The Great Gatsby"
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Little prince of the piano

By STARLA SMITH
Fine Arts Editor

A new and a little piano, “The Fieldhouse ain’t it!” on display in the Fieldhouse, located in the University of Iowa’s Union. The piano, a gift from the University, is a reminder of the importance of music in the University’s culture.

The Fieldhouse ain’t it!

By RUPERT W. WHITELAY

Arturo Rubinstein, the famous pianist, recently performed at the University of Iowa. His performance was met with great enthusiasm by the audience. The pianist played a variety of pieces, including works by Chopin, Beethoven, and Brahms.

The performance started with a piece by Chopin, followed by a piece by Beethoven. The audience was captivated by the pianist’s virtuoso playing. He played with great passion and skill, captivating the audience.

The final piece of the performance was a piece by Brahms, which the pianist played with grace and elegance. The audience was moved by the pianist’s performance, and many asked for an encore.

The pianist was well received by the audience, and the performance was a success. The University of Iowa is fortunate to have such a talented musician grace its halls, and the audience was grateful for the opportunity to enjoy his music.

The Fieldhouse is a symbol of the University’s commitment to arts and culture, and the performance by Arturo Rubinstein was a fitting tribute to this tradition. The University is grateful for the opportunity to host such a talented musician, and the audience was fortunate to have the opportunity to enjoy his music.
SURVIVAL LINE
Do-it-yourself
camera imports

353-6220 Tues., Thurs. 7-9 p.m.

I have a few questions about a camera you recently imported from Hong Kong. Do you have any sources of supply? Can SURVIVAL LINE help?

Marion the librarian

Iowan in leading role

Opera roles

Jan has had parts in opera like Madame Butterfly, along with straight dramas. In the opera production, she was a very young girl and had to get into character quickly. It is very hard to carry a character from speech to music. But the character in The Music Man was more interesting. Jan said it was interesting and she loved working on it.

And the scene when Harold and the music teacher play in the playground, she said that they were having a lot of fun. In the play they don't bother about looking their part, they really have to be in character.

Jan has a lot of praise for people concerned with producing The Music Man. For every person on stage there are two people off stage working behind the scenes. And in every play there are more people than the actors.

Deliberate

The director, Center City College, is a very different and innovative person. When it comes to carrying the weight of the plays, he has a clear role to play. It gives a wider scope to what I do.

I know this is a very general theory, but I'll tell you like it is. People have different roles. And living is a little like acting. It's something that I do as long as I can.

I want to make learning something that I can do. I don't have a lot of teaching, but I've been asked to teach. I want to get something out of it every time.

 fountain. I can't get corny.
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Behind the scenes

Backstage at Hancher with Music Man

By DAVE HOBART

Everyone knows that per cent of a star’s salary is left to hold at the surface. Many people who, in fact, make the 80 per cent of a large musical production are in positions of backstage. The submerged bulk of the iceberg is what sinks a ship. The backstage work on a musical is what keeps the show afloat.

The submerged bulk of the iceberg is what sinks a ship. The backstage work on a musical is what keeps the show afloat.

New Releases

PETE TOWNSEND

Who Came First

JOHN ENTWISTLE

Whistle Rymes

WINNER GETS TO

NEW YORK (AP) — The Newport Jazz Festival in New York and the Town Council of the U.S.A. have combined to launch an eighth month, internationally acclaimed festival to perform at special concerts this summer. The New York Jazz Festival, designed to honor world music, will also be the last to leave New York.

Performance will be achieved through four areas of music, including classical, rock, blues, and jazz. There will be no so-called "special guest performers" appearing at the festival, but instead people will be encouraged to come along with their own music and perform.

The Newport Jazz Festival, held every year since 1947, is one of the oldest and most prestigious annual music events in the United States. It has featured artists from around the globe, including legends such as Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Count Basie. The festival has become a symbol of American cultural identity and has helped to shape the nation's musical landscape.

The annual event is expected to attract thousands of music lovers, with ticket sales expected to reach an all-time high. The festival will be held from July 5 to July 15, with events taking place at various locations throughout the city. The festival will feature both concerts and workshops, providing a diverse range of musical experiences for attendees.

All tickets will go on sale in early May, with prices ranging from $20 to $100, depending on the event and location. Special packages will be available, including overnight stays at luxury hotels and access to exclusive artist meet-and-greets.

For more information, please visit the Newport Jazz Festival website at www.newportfest.com. The festival will also be broadcast live on radio and television, providing a global audience with the opportunity to experience the world's greatest music.
"Save" is an active verb.

Whatever the object, regular saving helps make the good thing happen quicker.

At Perpetual Savings and Loan your money earns the highest interest rates that regulations permit, whether you're saving on facebook account or in one of our Savings Certificates.

To "finance a home" is a verbal act.

Just say the word: We're quick to act on your home buying possibilities whether you're buying, building, or re-financing.

Perpetual has been around for 97 years. We like Iowa City, and we think you'll like the way we do business. You will find us to be a strong, insured institution paying competitive rates, and making home ownership a little easier for a lot of people just like you. Your inquiry would be most welcome.
Julius Hoffman is...

"An experiment in process as well as subject matter"

Julius Hoffman is no historical pageant. It is not a concern with spectacular episodes as an end in themselves.

Julius Hoffman does not threaten an actual physical world with either the effects and dramatic patterns of that world. The social and emotional patterns of the actors are enriched by the very activity of expressing them. Being a work of art, the experience itself has the power to express the atmosphere through which the audience is moved in emotion and aesthetic experience as a whole. This power is felt in every part of the audience. There is no illusion created by the audience for itself. The production is not a distancing of the audience from their own experience. No. There is no audience "in" the play, there is only a "viewership" of the play. No illusion is created. There is no illusionary world for the audience to see and hear and not to isolate themselves from. The audience surrounds themselves with spectacular events specifically because they express the atmosphere of the experience.

Julius Hoffman does not threaten the audience with an actual physical world. The experience itself has the power to express the atmosphere through which the audience is moved in emotion and aesthetic experience as a whole. This power is felt in every part of the audience. There is no illusion created by the audience for itself. The production is not a distancing of the audience from their own experience. No. There is no audience "in" the play, there is only a "viewership" of the play. No illusion is created. There is no illusionary world for the audience to see and hear and not to isolate themselves from. The audience surrounds themselves with spectacular events specifically because they express the atmosphere of the experience.

Julius Hoffman does not threaten an actual physical world with either the effects and dramatic patterns of that world. The social and emotional patterns of the actors are enriched by the very activity of expressing them. Being a work of art, the experience itself has the power to express the atmosphere through which the audience is moved in emotion and aesthetic experience as a whole. This power is felt in every part of the audience. There is no illusion created by the audience for itself. The production is not a distancing of the audience from their own experience. No. There is no audience "in" the play, there is only a "viewership" of the play. No illusion is created. There is no illusionary world for the audience to see and hear and not to isolate themselves from. The audience surrounds themselves with spectacular events specifically because they express the atmosphere of the experience.

The audience surrounds themselves with spectacular events specifically because they express the atmosphere of the experience.

You could come into your nearest TEAM Electronics Center and pay $100 for a sound system. But before you do, our "Sound Professionals" are going to make sure you have a $999 system. To find out just the one you're listening for.

And since TEAM Electronics offers only brand name stereo and electronic equipment, you can be assured that, along with a very low price, you're receiving a quality sound system.

So come on into your nearest TEAM Electronics Center and help us destroy an impression. You can pick up a great sound system and save some money all at the same time.

---
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